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PRIVIT ANNOUNCES PARTNERSHIP WITH THE BCHL
Columbus, OH: PRIVIT, the leader in athletic health information solutions, today announces it has partnered
with the British Columbia Hockey League (BCHL), one of the top junior hockey organizations in North
America. BCHL member clubs will utilize PRIVIT’s medical information system to collect, process and manage
player health information to ensure a responsible and successful 2020-21 season.
“As one of the premiere junior development hockey leagues in North America, we’re excited to collaborate
and work closely with the BCHL on all of their player safety initiatives,” said PRIVIT CEO Russel Goodwin.
“With the unique protocols put in place for this upcoming season, PRIVIT is helping provide all the necessary
resources for BCHL teams to allow their players to safely return to sport. The implementation of PRIVIT
across all 18 teams in the BCHL will now allow the league to standardize the way teams manage player & staff
information. Existing BCHL player health and safety initiatives will be integrated and greatly enhanced via
PRIVIT’s player safety management platform.”
Using PRIVIT, BCHL athletes will create a custom digital profile to complete all compliance paperwork and fill
out necessary medical screening documents for their club’s athletic trainers.
“Player safety is a pillar of the BCHL and this partnership helps us further our goal of making our league as
safe as possible for our players,” said BCHL Executive Director Steven Cocker. “This partnership allows us to
have all our players’ medical information centralized in one place, which will help our teams’ medical staff
track their data and easily transfer important information when a player is acquired by another team in the
BCHL. PRIVIT is also an important part of the league’s COVID-19 return-to-play protocol, allowing the league
and our teams to view daily screening information.”
PRIVIT’s solution provides transparency and ensures compliance, so that the safety concerns of athletes,
parents and coaches are effectively addressed.
About the BCHL: Sending more players on to college hockey every season than any other hockey league in
Canada, the BCHL has established itself as a national leader in the development of young student athletes.
Considering today’s NHL features more NCAA alumni than ever before, Junior A hockey is fast rivaling Major
Junior in Canada as a breeding ground for the sport’s most elite and successful players.
About PRIVIT: PRIVIT promotes responsible sports and helps organizations become compliant in athlete
safety with a secure solution to collect, manage, and process protected health information. PRIVIT’s
automated system streamlines the process for secure digital collection and storage of comprehensive athletic
health information. https://privit.com/
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